Oxidation of hydroxylamine by nitrous and nitric acids. Model development from first principle SCRF calculations.
Ab initio molecular orbital calculations have been performed to develop an elementary reaction mechanism for the autocatalytic and scavenging reactions of hydroxylamine in an aqueous nitric acid medium. An improved understanding of the titled reactions is needed to determine the "stability boundary of hydroxylamine" for safe operations of the plutonium-uranium reduction extraction (PUREX) process. Under the operating conditions of the PUREX process, namely, 6 M nitric acid, the reactive forms of hydroxylamine are NH2OH, NH3OH+, and the complex NH3OH.NO3, and those of nitrous acid are NO+, H2ONO+, N2O4, N2O3, NO2, and NO. High-level CBSQB3/IEFPCM and CBSQB3/COSMO calculations were performed using GAUSSIAN03 to investigate the energy landscape and to explore a large number of possible ion-ion, ion-radical, ion-molecule, radical-radical, radical-molecule, and molecule-molecule pathways available to the reactive forms of the reactants in solution. It was found that in solution the autocatalytic generation of nitrous acid proceeds through free radical pathways at low-hydroxylamine concentrations from unprotonated NH2OH via hydrogen abstraction. At high [NH3OH+], we suggest a possible involvement of the NH3ONO+ intermediate via the reaction NH2ONO + NO2 --> HNO + HONO + NO. The NH3ONO+ intermediate, in turn, is formed favorably via the ion-ion reactions of NH3OH+ with NO+ and/or the reaction between NO+ and hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN). The intermediates involved in the scavenging reaction of nitrous acid by hydroxylamine are NH3ONO+, NH2ONO, NH2(NO)O, NH(NO)OH, and HONNOH and the rate-determining step is the 1,2-NO migration in NH2ONO leading to NH2(NO)O. Reactions NH2ONO --> NH2(NO)O and NH2(NO)O --> NH(NO)OH were studied with two explicit water molecules and the results are discussed in the context of the importance of the explicit treatment of solvent in the determination of the energetics and mechanism of these processes. The rate constants for the reactions were estimated using transition-state theory and other traditional techniques. The kinetic parameters obtained at the B3LYP/CBSB7/IEFPCM level are in reasonable agreement with the limited experimental value. IEFPCM results on free energy of undelocalized polar ions such as NO3-, NO2-, and NH3OH+ are not very accurate and have difficulties in predicting the right direction of acid dissociation equilibrium of HONO2, HONO, and NH3OH+. Explicit incorporation of a solvation shell to these ions improves the theoretical descriptions of acid ionization equilibria as it captures some of the nonlocal effects of these ions. Additional work is needed to correctly describe the solvation shell and to introduce consistency in the theoretical treatment involving explicit solvent molecules. Nevertheless, this systematic exploration of reactions in solution and mechanism development for a solution phase process based on self-consistent reaction field (SCRF) results is likely to be one of the first of its kind.